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providing a laminated body of a solid high polymer electrolyte type fuel

cell with a function to recover hydrogen and water from anode exhaust gas

to return them to an inlet side ofthe anode.

CONSTITUTION: A hydrogen-water recovering cell 4, gas separating

plate and recovering cell collecting plate 3 are arranged outside of a

power generation collecting plate 1 in a laminated body to feed anode
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NOTICES *

JPO and HCIPI ar« not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1 ] Two or more laminatings of the single eel which has a cathode and an anode on both sides of the solid-state

polyelectrolyte fihn are carried out. While forming a recovery eel collecting electrode plate in the outside ofthe solid-state

polyelectrolyte mold fiiel cell layered product which arranged in both ends the generation-of-electrical-energy collecting

electrode plate which collects a current from two or more above-mentioned single eels, and one [ at least ] above-mentioned

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate of this fuel cell layered product Between the above-mentioned

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and recovery eel collecting electrode plates Through a gas division

plate, carry out the at least one or more eel laminating of the hydrogen-water recoveiy eel which consists ofsolid-state

polyelectrolyte fibn which has a platinum catalyst to bodi sides, and it is arranged in them. The hydrogen-water recoveiy

device ofthe fuel cell layered product which led the exhaust gas ofthe anode ofthe above-mentioned fuel cell layered

product to the above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel, passes a current, collects the hydrogen and water in the exhaust

gas of the above-mentioned anode, and was returned to the entrance side of the above-mentioned anode between the

above-mentioned generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and the recovery eel collecting electrode plate.

[Claim 2] The auxiliary fuel cell which has one or more eels of single eels which have a catfiode and an anode on bodi sides

of the solid-state polyelectrolyte fihn is arranged between a generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and a

recovery eel collecting electrode plate. The hydrogen-water recoveiy device ofthe fuel cell layered product according to

claim I which short-circuits electrically between the above-mentioned generation-of-electrical-eneigy collecting electrode

plate and a recovery eel collecting electrode plate, drives a hydrogen-water recovery eel with the power generated with the

above-mentioned auxiliaiy fuel cell, collects the hydrogen and water in the exhaust gas of an anode, and was returned to the

entrance side ofthe above-mentioned anode.

[Claim 3] The hydrogen-water recovery device of the fuel cell layered product according to claim 1 or 2 constituted by the

hole where the passage which supplies the exhaust gas of the anode of a fuel cell layered product to a hydrogen-water

recovery eel, and supplies the hydrogen collected in the above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel and water to tiie

entrance side ofthe above-mentioned anode penetrates a generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate, the

above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel, and a gas division plate.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the configuration and device of a layered product for collecting the hydrogen

and water of anode exhaust in detail about the hydrogen-water recovery device of a solid-state polyelectiolyte mold fiiel cell

layered product.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, there was an approach indicated by JP,2-86071,A as an approach of collecting

the moisture of a solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell layered product. It is discharged out of the back fuel cell which

made the porous member absorb the water generated in the cathode side with the pressure of oxygen gas, and although it was

effective in collecting the moisture by the side ofa cathode, it was not taken into consideration about recovery ofthe moisture

ofanode exhaust.

[0003] On the other hand, in order that a child's water might move to a cathode side from an anode side several minutes with a

proton, the anode side always needed to be humidified using the approach indicated by JP,1-40S62,A. Now, when using pure

hydrogen as anode gas here, the moisture by the side ofan anode can be reused by canying out recycling of all the anode gas.

However, when reformed gas, such as a methanol, was used, many moisture and low-concentration hydrogen will be

discharged to the exterior as it is as anode exhaust gas, and there was a fault that the humidification initial complement by the

side of an anode increased so much. Moreover, in order to lessen the amount of the hydrogen to discharge, when the

utilization factor ofa fuel was gathered, a property falls by the fall of a hydrogen partial pressure, the amount ofgenerations

of electrical energy decreases, or there is danger of an anode corroding, and the utilization factor ofa fuel was not able to be

raised to 90% or more. Therefore, a certain amount ofhydrogen had to be discharged outside. However, in the

methanol-reforming mold electric vehicle which are the main applications of a solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell, it was

dangerous to exhaust hydrogen to the exterior in a garage or a parking lot, for example.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] while the humidification initial complement ofthe conventional solid-state

polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell by the side ofan anode increases when using reformed gas, such as a methanol, as stated above

- the utilization fector ofa fiiel - a limitation - it is - hydrogen - not discharging - it did not obtain but tfie problem was in

safeties, such as a case of an electric vehicle.

[0003] the amount of hydrogen which can use a fuel efficiently , and can reduce the humidification initial complement by tte

side ofan anode , and discharge to the exterior by having make this invention in order to cancel the above troid>les , collect

hydrogen and water from the exhaust gas of an anode , return it to an anode entrance side , and reuse as anode gas lessen , and

it aim at offer the hydrogen-water recovery device ofdie solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell layered product which

reduce the danger ofexhaust air and can improve safety

.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] By arranging a hydrogen-water recovery eel, a gas division plate, and a recovery eel

collecting electrode plate in the outside of the generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate ofa solid-state

polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell layered product, supplying anode exhaust to the above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel,

and passing a current between the abov^-mentioned generation-6f-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and a recovery

eel collecting electrode plate, the hydrogen-water recovery device of the fuel cell layered product ofthis invention generates

the pure hydrogen containing moisture, and returns this to an anode entrance side.

[0007] Between a generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and a recovery eel collecting electrode plate is

short-circuited electrically, an auxiliary fiiel cell is arranged among both the above-mentioned collecting electrode plates, a

hydrogen-water recovery eel is driven with die power generated with this auxiliary fiiel cell, and the hydrogen and water in the

exhaust gas of an anode are collected.

[0008] And the feeder current way to the entrance side ofsupply in the hydrogen-water recovery eel ofanode exhaust gas and

die above-mentioned anode ofthe hydrogen and water which were collected m the above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery

eel is constituted by the hole which penetrates a generation-of-electrical-eneigy collecting electrode plate, the

above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel, and a gas division plate.

[0009]

[Function] The hydrogen-water recovery eel in this invention generates the piue hydrogen which collects hydrogen and water
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from anode exhaust and contains moisture by passing a current. And since this is reused as anode gas, the amount of hydrogen

which the humidification initial complement by the side of an anode becomes less, and is discharged to the exterior decreases.

[0010] Moreover, since the auxiliary fuel cell is formed and the power ofa hydrogcarwater recovery eel is provided by this

self generating, an external current becomes unnecessary.

[001 1] Furthermore, since the hole which penetrates a generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate, the

above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel, and a gas division plate constitutes anode exhaust gas and the collected feeder

current way of hydrogen and water, an external manifold becomes unnecessary and a configuration can be simplified

remarkable.

[0012]

[Example]

One example of this invention is explained about drawing below example 1. Drawing 1 is the * type front view showing the

configuration of the hydrogen-water recovery device ofthe solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fiiel cell layered product ofone

example of this invention. In drawing, 1 is the hydrogen-water recovery eel which consists of solid-state polyelectrolyte film

with which the generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate of another side and 3 have a recovery eel collecting

electrode plate to both sides, and 4 has a platinum catalyst, carries out two or more laminatings ofone

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and 2 through the gas division plate S ofa recoveiy eel between one

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate 1 and the recovery eel collecting electrode plate 3, and it is

arranged. 6 is the single eel which has a cathode and an anode on both sides ofthe solid-state polyelectrolyte film, it carries

out the laminating of the gas division plate 7 of this single eel 6 and a fuel cell to order, arranges the

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plates 1 and 2 in both ends, and constitutes the fuel cell layered product 8

- an anode gas entrance-side manifold and 9 - an anode gas outlet side manifold and 10 - an exhaust air gas manifold and 1

1

— for an electric insulating plate and 14, as for an anode gas inlet port and 16, a presser-foot plate and IS are [ a recovery

hydrogen-water manifold and 12 / a cathode gas outlet side manifold and 13 / a hydrogen-water recovery gas outlet and 17 ]

hydrogen-water recovery gas inlets.

[0013] The cathode gas inlet side manifold is attached in the background ofthe cathode gas outlet side manifold 12, and to

the generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate 1 and the single eel 6 between two, it is supplied using the

external manifolds 8, 9, and 12 so that anode gas and cathode gas may intersect perpendicularly.

[0014] Next, actuation is explained. Since the generation-of-electrical-energy principle of a solid-state polyelectrolyte mold

fiiel cell layered product is described by the detail at JP,2-86071,A or JP, 1-140562A reference is not made here. As

solid-state polyelectrolyte film, the film ofNafion 1 17 of Dupont, Nafion 1 15, and Dow etc. is used. Anode gas and cathode

gas are supplied to the single eel 6 using the gas division plate 7. Generally as anode gas, air is used as the reformed gas ofa

methanol, and cathode gas, and anode gas is humidified by a certain means. The exhaust gas ofanode gas is supplied to the

hydrogen-water recovery eel 4 from the gas division plate 5 of a recovery eel through the anode outlet side manifold 9. The

pure hydrogen (gas which does not contain C02) which contains moisture by passing an external current between the

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate 1 and the recovery eel collecting electrode plate 3 is generated.

These gas is collected with the recovery hydrogen-water manifold 1 1 , is supplied to the anode gas entrance-side numifold 8

through the hydrogen-water recovery gas outlet 16 and the hydrogen-water recovery gas inlet 17, and is reused as anode gas.

Hydrogen and water are collected and the outlet gas ofthe hydrogen-water recovery eel 4 which abnost became only caibon

dioxide gas is discharged from the exhaust air gas manifold 10 as exhaust gas outside.

[0015] Drawing 2 is a * type explanatory view explaining an operation ofthe hydrogen-water recovery eel 4. In drawing, 18

is the solid-state polyelectrolyte fihn, and it is thickness. It is 0.2mm or less. 19 and 20 are platinum catalyst layers, and the

hydrogen in the exhaust gas 1 ofan anode replaces a proton on platinimi, reaches a counter electrode through an electrolyte

membrane 1 8, and is again changed into hydrogen here. Since the oxidation reduction reaction ofAe hydrogen on platinum

does not almost have* in an overvoltage, the reaction of drawing 2 can be made to cause very efficiently. It is known that

a child's water will move together several minutes to one proton, and the several times as many water molecules as this can be

collected with a proton. Therefore, the collected gas 24 serves as pure hydrogen containing moisture (a steam or liquid), and

serves as a presentation for which it was most suitable as anode gas excluding carbon dioxide gas. On the other hand, as for

the exhaust gas 22 of a recoveiy eel, most serves as carbon dioxide gas. In addition, die amount ofthe hydrogen and water to

collect is controllable with the electrical potential difference ofan external current

[0016] In this invention, by passing a current in the hydrogen-water recovery eel 4, the pure hydrogen which collects

hydrogen and water from anode exhaust and contains moisture is generated, this is reused as anode gas, the humidification

initial complement by the side ofan anode becomes less, and a fuel can be used efficiently. Moreover, the amount of

hydrogen discharged to the exterior decreases, the danger of exhaust air decreases, and safety improves.

[0017] example 2. - in other examples ofthis invention, while short-circuiting between the generation-of-electrical-energy

collecting electrode plates 1 and the recovery eel collecting electrode plates 3 which are shown in drawing 1 , the auxiliary

fiiel cell is inserted between both the collecting electrode plates 1 and 3. And supply of the power to the hydrogen-water

recovery eel 4 is provided by this auxiliary fiiel cell. Since an electrical potential difference required for per hydrogen-water

recovery eel 1 eel is about 0. 1-0.2V, power is fully provided with the auxiliary fuel cell ofone eel to the number eel of

hydrogen-water recoveiy eels. In addition, the external manifolds 8, 9, and 12 are arranged in this case at the form containing

the generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate 1 and an auxiliary fuel cell. An auxiliaiy fiiel cell may be the
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same specification as the single eel 6.

[00 1 8] In example 3 . and the example of further others of this invention, the hole which penetrates the

generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate 1, the hydrogen-water recovery eel 4, and the gas division plate 5

constitutes supply in the hydrogen-water recovery eel of anode exhaust gas, and piping from a hydrogen-water recovery eel to

an anode entry side. Therefore, an external manifold becomes unnecessary and structure is simplified. The approach of

supplying reactant gas using the hole which penetrates a eel and a gas division plate is described by (he detail at

JP,2-86071,A, and can be constituted easily.

[0019] In addition, in a solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell, it is common rather to pipe reactant gas etc. using such a

hole. In this example, make a collecting electrode plate 1, the hydrogen-water recovery eel 4, and the gas division plate S

penetrate, and the hole of the anode gas outlet side of the gas division plate 7 of the single eel 6 is supplied to the catalyst bed

19 of each hydrogen-water recovery cel. By making a collecting electrode plate 1, the hydrogen-water recovery eel 4, and the

gas division plate 5 penetrate in another hole, and tying the pure hydrogen containing the moisture generated from the catalyst

bed 20 of another side of a hydrogen-water recovery eel to the hole by the side of an anode gas entry The easily same function

as piping by the external manifold of drawing 1 can be constituted. However, also when it is [ structure ] easier to use an

external manifold when eel area is large, it thinks.

[0020]

[EfiTect ofthe Invention] As mentioned above, while forming a recovery eel collecting electrode plate in the outside of one [ at

least ]
generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate of a solid-state polyelectrolyte mold fuel cell layered product

according to the hydrogen-water recovery device of the fuel cell layered product ofthis invention Between the

above-mentioned generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and recovery eel collecting electrode plates

Through a gas division plate, cany out the at least one or more eel laminating of the hydrogen-water recoveiy eel which

consists of solid-state polyelectrolyte film which has a platinum catalyst to both sides, and it is arranged in them. Since die

exhaust gas of an anode was led to the above-mentioned hydrogen-water recovery eel, and a current is passed, the hydrogen

and water in the exhaust gas of the above-mentioned anode are collected and it was made to return to the entrance side ofdie

above-mentioned anode between the above-mentioned generation-of-electrical-energy collecting electrode plate and a

recovery eel collecting electrode plate A fuel can be used efficiently, and the humidification initial complement ofanode gas

can be reduced, and the amount of hydrogen in exhaust gas can be reduced, and safety improves.

[0021] Moreover, by inserting an auxiliary fuel cell, it cannot be based on an external current, but the power ofa

hydrogen-water recovery eel can be provided with self generating, and recovery ofhydrogen and water can be performed.

[0022] Furthermore, since the hole which penetrates a generation-of-electrical-^nergy collecting electrode plate, the

above-mentioned hydrogen-water recoveiy eel, and a gas division plate constitutes the passage which supplies the exhaust gas

of an anode to a hydrogen-water recovery eel, and supplies the hydrogen collected in the above-mentioned hydrogen-water

recovery eel, and water to the entrance side ofthe above-mentioned anode, an external manifold becomes unnecessary and

structure can be simplified.
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[Translation done.]


